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ABSTRACT11

To estimate an environmental property such as object location from multiple sensory cues, the brain must infer their causal

relationship. Only cues originating from the same source should be integrated. This inference relies on the characteristics of

the cues as well as on a cross-modal common-cause prior: accumulated knowledge about the probability that cross-modal

cues come from the same source. We examined the plasticity of this cross-modal common-cause prior. In a learning

phase, participants were exposed to a series of audiovisual stimuli that were either consistently spatiotemporally congruent or

consistently incongruent; participants’ audiovisual spatial integration was measured before and after this exposure. We fitted

several Bayesian causal-inference models to the data; the models differed in the plasticity of the common-source prior. Model

comparison revealed that, for the majority of the participants, the common-cause prior changed during the learning phase.

Our findings reveal that short periods of exposure to audiovisual stimuli with a consistent causal relationship can modify the

common-cause prior. In accordance with previous studies, both exposure conditions could either strengthen or weaken the

common-cause prior at the participant-level. Simulations imply that the direction of the prior update might be mediated by the

perceptual variability of the cues during the learning phase.

12

Introduction13

Imagine walking your dog. It suddenly escapes the leash to chase a squirrel. While anxiously searching for your dog, you see14

movement behind a bush and also hear a shuffling sound coming from adjacent bushes. Should you aim for a point in between15



the two bushes or sprint towards one of them? The brain has to make countless decisions like this in daily life as it is common16

for sensory cues to be in conflict due to internal noise in the brain and external noise in the environment. To form a coherent17

percept by integrating the cues, the brain bases the final location estimate of the dog on a weighted mixture of both visual and18

auditory cues1–3. Given that compared to audition, vision usually provides less variable, less uncertain spatial information4,19

the brain assigns a higher weight to the visual cue to locate the dog. This phenomenon—vision dominating the combined20

spatial estimate of the sound source—is called the ventriloquism effect5, 6. To continue with the dog-searching example, if the21

movements came from a bush distant from the shuffling noise, then it would be more sensible to sprint towards one bush, that22

is, to not integrate these two cues as they likely have been produced by two different causes.23

Numerous studies have found evidence for a breakdown of integration when cross-modal cues are sufficiently discrepant7–16.24

These findings suggest that when making a perceptual judgment, the brain infers the causal relationship underlying cross-modal25

cues. Körding and colleagues17 formalized how an ideal Bayesian observer makes a perceptual judgment using causal inference.26

This Bayesian causal-inference model captures human behavior in a variety of multisensory tasks8, 17–28. According to this27

model, the observer derives the posterior probability of the two cues coming from a common source. This probability is28

proportional to the product of the likelihood of the common-cause scenario given the sensory cues and a common-cause prior.29

This prior represents accumulated knowledge about the probability that cross-modal cues come from the same source, and it30

exerts a top-down influence on perception. A strong common-cause prior leads to integration of cross-modal cues even in the31

presence of large conflicts between them; a weak common-cause prior leads to segregation of cues even when the cues are32

largely in agreement.33

Bayesian priors fall into two broad categories, structural and contextual29. Structural priors typically are thought of as34

reflecting natural statistics and acquired through life-long implicit learning30–37. For instance, we perceive a view of the inside35

of a Halloween mask as convex, rather than having the veridical concave interpretation, due to an overriding prior that faces are36

convex38. Structural priors are assumed to be general in nature and remain stable. In contrast, people also have priors that37

are context-specific and can be modulated rather rapidly21, 39–41. This plasticity of contextual priors is supported by evidence38

that humans are able to learn priors based on novel statistics30, 42–47 and update existing priors after repeated exposure to new39

stimulus statistics23, 29, 48–51. The goal of this study was to determine whether the common-cause prior for audiovisual stimuli40

adapts to new audio-visual stimulus statistics.41

Two previous studies have examined the plasticity of the common-cause prior in the context of stimulus statistics52, 53. Both42

studies found that a brief exposure to new stimulus statistics can lead to a modulation of the common-cause prior. However,43

the modulation went in opposite directions in the two studies. We re-examined this question with an improved experimental44

design that accounts for individual spatial biases across vision and audition and participant-level analyses using Bayesian45

models. First, we ensured that the audiovisual stimuli were perceptually aligned by measuring and adjusting the stimuli based46

on each participant’s audiovisual spatial bias. Second, we measured participants’ audiovisual spatial perception before and47

after exposure to new stimulus statistics. Participants localized one modality of an audiovisual stimulus, followed by a unity48
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Figure 1. Task order across days.

judgment indicating whether they perceived the stimuli as originating from one or two separate sources. Third, we exposed49

participants to spatially and temporally congruent audiovisual stimuli in one session and spatially and temporally incongruent50

audiovisual stimuli in another session. Fourth, we compared the fit of several Bayesian causal-inference models that differed in51

the degree to which the models assumed a stable common-cause prior. Finally, we ran simulations to scrutinize the update of52

the common-cause prior during the exposure period and revealed that the direction of the update depends on the perceptual53

variability associated with the cues.54

Results55

In the learning phase of the main experiment, participants were exposed to audiovisual stimulus pairs with artificially56

manipulated stimulus statistics. Specifically, the audiovisual stimulus pairs were either consistently congruent (temporally57

and spatially aligned in perceptual space) or incongruent (temporally and spatially misaligned). To examine whether the58

exposure to new stimulus statistics modulated participants’ common-cause prior, we measured their spatial perception of59

audiovisual stimulus pairs with variable spatial discrepancies before and after the exposure and fitted variations of the Bayesian60

causal-inference model to this data. Prior to the main experiment, participants completed three preparatory experiments (Fig. 1)61

that allowed us to select audiovisual stimuli adjusted for perceptual biases for the main experiment as well as constraining the62

model parameters.63

Behavioral results64

Modality-specific spatial biases (Preparatory Experiment 1)65

The data from this experiment were used to estimate participants’ modality-specific localization biases for auditory relative to66

visual stimuli. Participants performed a bimodal spatial-discrimination task; they judged whether an auditory test stimulus,67

presented at various locations, was located to the left or right of a visual standard stimulus presented at one of four locations68

(Fig. 2A). From those binary discrimination responses, we calculated the point of subjective equality (PSE), the auditory69

stimulus location that participants perceived to be spatially aligned with one of the four visual stimulus locations. To reduce70
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Figure 2. Experimental procedure and behavioral results: bimodal spatial-discrimination task, preparatory experiment 1. (A) Task timing.

Participants were presented with a visual standard and an auditory test stimulus in random order. After stimulus presentation, they reported

whether they had perceived the auditory stimulus to the left or right of the visual stimulus. Feedback was not provided. (B) Behavioral results

of representative participant YZ. Left panel: binned data (dots; bin size ≈ 1◦; marker area proportional to the number of trials in each bin),

and best-fitting psychometric functions (curves) for the four visual standard stimulus locations (shades of red). Squares: point of subjective

equality (PSE). Right panel: PSE as a function of the visual stimulus location. Error bars: 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (some are

smaller than the marker size). Black dashed line: identity line; black solid line: linear regression line fitted to the PSEs; red dashed lines: the

locations of the four auditory stimuli perceived as aligned with the four visual standard locations according to the regression line. (C)

Stimulus locations in physical and perceptual space. Top panel: four visual stimulus locations in physical space used in all experiments;

middle panel: the four pairs of a visual and an auditory stimulus that were aligned in internal perceptual space; bottom panel: the four

participant-specific auditory stimulus locations in physical space.

the influence of measurement noise, we extracted the auditory stimulus locations that were perceptually aligned with the71

four visual locations from a linear regression line through the four PSEs (Fig. 2B; see Appendix S1 for group data). These72

participant-specific audiovisual location pairs were used in the subsequent tasks to ensure that congruent audiovisual stimuli73

were indeed perceived as spatially congruent (Fig. 2C).74

Localization-response variability (Preparatory Experiment 2)75

In the next part of the study, participants familiarized themselves with the device used to make spatial localization responses in76

all subsequent experiments. We additionally used the data from this task to estimate the variability of participants’ responses77

independent of the variability introduced by noisy stimulus perception. To this aim, we used visual stimuli for which participants’78

localization was highly precise (Fig. 3A). We assumed that localization error was unbiased and localization variability was79

independent of stimulus location. Thus, we fitted the localization errors with a Gaussian probability density centered at zero.80

The standard deviation of participants’ (non-outlier) localization responses was 1.59◦ on average (range: 0.83–2.52◦).81

Unimodal auditory and visual localization response variability (Preparatory Experiment 3)82

In the next part of the study, participants localized unimodal auditory and unimodal visual stimuli presented at the locations83

identified in preparatory experiment 1 (Fig. 3B). The direct localization responses in this task were used to validate the84
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(A) Localization-practice task. Participants were presented with a small white square and used a visual cursor to indicate the stimulus’

horizontal location. (B) Unimodal spatial-localization task. Participants localized either a unimodal visual or auditory stimulus. Feedback

was not provided for either task.

modality-specific biases measured in the first preparatory experiment using a spatial discrimination task. For most participants,85

the localization biases were replicated (Appendix S2). Additionally, we used the mean of these unisensory localization responses86

for the calculation of the behavioral ventriloquism effects and to constrain the parameter estimates during model fitting.87

Bimodal spatial localization before and after exposure to congruent or incongruent stimulus pairs (Main Experiment)88

Before and after a learning phase, participants localized audiovisual stimuli with varying spatial discrepancies and made an89

explicit causal inference judgment about the audiovisual stimulus pair by reporting the number of perceived sources (Fig. 1;90

Fig. 4A). These data were used to estimate the common-cause prior via fitting Bayesian causal-inference models. During the91

learning phase, participants were exposed to audiovisual stimuli with consistent stimulus statistics with respect to a common92

cause for audition and vision. Specifically, participants were exposed to only spatially and temporally aligned audiovisual93

stimulus pairs (congruent condition) in one session, and only to spatially and temporally misaligned audiovisual stimulus pairs94

in the other session (incongruent condition).95

Before fitting models to the data, we performed a classical statistical analysis on the group level to verify the existence of96

ventriloquism effects, shifts in localization responses towards the location of the other modality in audiovisual compared to97

unisensory trials, and to check for group-coherent modulations of these ventriloquism effects by our experimental manipulations.98

The (generalized) linear mixed models tested whether auditory and visual ventriloquism effects as well as the proportion of99

affirmative unity judgments changed as a function of the absolute spatial discrepancy between auditory and visual locations,100

the type of learning phase (congruent vs. incongruent), and the phase (pre- vs. post-learning). For the auditory ventriloquism101

effect, only a significant main effect of absolute spatial discrepancy emerged (χ2(3) = 891.94, p < 0.001; linear contrast:102

β = 3.32, t = 12.03; quadratic contrast: β =−0.92, t =−3.68; cubic contrast: β = 0.25, t = 1.12; Fig. 4B, bottom panel);103

see Appendix S3.1 for the full statistical model). Post-hoc comparisons indicated a significant difference of the auditory104

ventriloquism effect from zero at absolute spatial discrepancies of 0◦ (t(16) = 2.95, p = 0.01, d = 0.72), 8◦ (t(16) = 10.98,105
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Figure 4. Experimental procedure and behavioral results: bimodal spatial-localization task, main experiment. (A) Task timing. Participants

were presented with an audiovisual stimulus pair; they indicated the location of one modality specified by a color cue. Subsequently,

participants reported whether they perceived the two stimuli to stem from a common source (C=1) or two separate sources (C=2) by button

press. Sixteen pairs of varying spatial discrepancy were presented during pre- and post-learning phases. Four perceptually matched

audiovisual pairs were presented in the congruent learning phase, and 16 spatiotemporally misaligned pairs in the incongruent learning phase.

(B) Auditory ventriloquism effects, i.e., shifts of auditory localization responses towards the simultaneously presented visual stimulus as a

function of spatial discrepancy (top panel) and absolute spatial discrepancy (bottom panel). Data are split by whether the task was conducted

pre (light hues) or post (darker hues) the learning phase and by the stimulus statistics during the learning phase (marker shape). Error bars:

±SEM. Marker area is proportional to the number of trials. Data are jittered slightly along the x-axis for legibility. (C) Visual ventriloquism

effects, i.e., shifts of visual localization responses towards the simultaneously presented auditory stimulus. (D) The proportion of

common-cause reports as a function of spatial discrepancy (top panel) and absolute spatial discrepancy (bottom panel). Note that the y-axis

scales are greatly exaggerated in the lower panels of B and C.

p < 0.001, d = 2.66), 16◦ (t(16) = 6.26, p < 0.001, d = 1.52), and 24◦ (t(16) = 5.05, p < 0.001, d = 1.23). For the visual106

ventriloquism effect only significant main effects of absolute spatial discrepancy (χ2(3) = 102.86, p < 0.001; linear contrast:107
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β = 0.45, t = 5.89; quadratic contrast: β = 0.02, t = 0.24; cubic contrast: β =−0.03, t =−0.47; Fig. 4C, bottom panel), and108

condition (χ2(1) = 18.83, p < 0.001) emerged (Appendix S3.2). Visual ventriloquism effects were not significantly different109

from zero at any absolute spatial discrepancy (0◦: t(16) = −1.16, p = 0.26; 8◦: t(16) = 0.67, p = 0.51; 16◦: t(16) = 1.45,110

p = 0.17; 24◦: t(16) = 1.65, p = 0.12).111

For the binary unity judgments, only significant main effects of absolute spatial discrepancy (χ2(3) = 4428.39, p < 0.001;112

linear contrast: β =−2.90, z =−31.43, p < 0.001; quadratic contrast: β = 0.17, z = 2.20, p = 0.03; cubic contrast: β = 0.16,113

z = 2.57, p = 0.01), and condition (χ2(1) = 14.56, p < 0.001; β = 0.16, z = 2.53, p = 0.01) emerged (Fig. 4D, bottom panel;114

Appendix S3.3).115

In sum, while we reliably replicated visual-auditory ventriloquism effects, no significant effects of the learning phase on the116

behavioral data emerged. However, it is impossible to determine whether the common-cause prior changed during the learning117

phase based on the statistical results of the implicit and explicit causal-inference tasks as responses in these tasks depend on the118

common-cause prior in a non-linear way that is modulated by the stimulus characteristics (for simulations see Ref.8). Thus,119

next, we fitted different causal inference models to each participant’s data.120

Modeling results121

Models involving the common-cause prior122

To test whether the common-cause prior was modulated after repeated exposure to consistent stimulus statistics, we fitted123

several variants of the Bayesian causal-inference model of multisensory integration17 to our data. The model variants we124

tested differed in terms of the plasticity of the common-cause prior (Table 1). The high-plasticity, short-lasting changes model125

assumes that the common-cause prior is malleable and thus changes after the exposure to consistently congruent/incongruent126

stimuli. This model additionally assumes that the changes dissipate relatively quickly once participants complete a session127

and re-experience natural stimulus statistics outside of the laboratory, that is, the common-cause prior will be restored back to128

the baseline level. Thus, this model assumes three common-cause priors, one for the two pre-learning phases before adapting129

to new stimulus statistics, and two for the post-learning phases, after adapting to either congruent or incongruent stimulus130

statistics. We also considered a high-plasticity, long-lasting changes model, which also assumes that the common-cause prior is131

plastic but the changes either take a relatively long time to dissipate or are context-specific and thus partially recovered once132

the participant returns to the experiment room for the second session. This model assumes four common-cause priors, one133

each for the pre-learning and post-learning phases accompanying the congruent and incongruent learning phases. These two134

high-plasticity models were contrasted against a no-plasticity model, which assumes that the common-cause prior is not affected135

by short-term changes of stimulus statistics, and thus the exposure to consistently congruent/incongruent audiovisual stimuli is136

not sufficient to modulate the prior. This model assumes only one common-cause prior, shared by the pre- and post-learning137

phase of both sessions (Table 1).138
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Figure 5. Model comparison and parameter estimates. (A) Results of two different model comparisons. Top panel: using a conservative

criterion, there is only one best model, the one with the minimal AIC value; bottom panel: a liberal criterion selecting all models with an AIC

value not exceeding the minimal AIC value by more than 2. (B) Change of the common-cause prior from the pre- to the post-learning phase

as estimated by the best-fitting model. Color indicates individual participants. Participants are grouped according to their change pattern (left

panel: adaptation to the stimulus statistics, i.e., increases/decreases of the common-cause prior after congruent/incongruent learning phase,

right panel: the opposite pattern to that in the left panel). Error bars: 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. Dashed line: no change of the

common-cause prior after the learning phase. (C) Empirical data (dots) and model predictions (lines) for representative participants from the

first group in (B). Auditory ventriloquism effects (top panels) and the proportion of common cause reports (bottom panels) are plotted as a

function of absolute spatial discrepancy for the pre- (lighter color) and post-learning phase (darker color). Error bars: ±2 SEM (top panel)

and 95% binomial confidence intervals (bottom panels); shaded areas: 95% confidence intervals computed by parametric bootstrapping.

(D) Empirical data and model predictions for representative participants from the second group in (B).

Model comparison, parameter estimates and model predictions139

The two high-plasticity models captured the data of the majority of participants (Fig. 5A). This indicates that the common-cause140

prior can be modulated flexibly after brief exposure to spatiotemporally congruent or incongruent audiovisual stimulus pairs.141

However, the directions of the changes of the common-cause prior from the pre-learning to the post-learning phase were142

inconsistent across participants for both types of stimulus statistics during the learning phase (Fig. 5B). Some participants143

(N = 6) showed a significant increase in the common-cause prior after the congruent learning phase, and/or a decrease in the144
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Table 1. Common-cause priors in the three tested models.

Phase Condition
Model

High-plasticity,

short-lasting changes

High-plasticity,

long-lasting changes
No-plasticity

Pre-learning Congruent
pC=1,pre

pC=1,pre, cong pC=1

Incongruent pC=1,pre, incong

Post-learning Congruent pC=1,post, cong pC=1,post, cong

Incongruent pC=1,post, incong pC=1,post, incong

Number of common-cause priors 3 4 1

common-cause prior after the incongruent learning phase (Fig. 5B, left panel; Fig. 5C). Both of these changes indicate that145

the common-cause prior was updated in the direction of the new stimulus statistics. Yet, many other (N = 7) participants’146

common-cause prior changed in the opposite direction: it decreased after the congruent learning phase and/or increased after147

the incongruent learning phase (Fig. 5B, right panel; Fig. 5D), indicating that the common-cause prior was modulated away148

from the new stimulus statistics. In summary, the common-cause prior can be flexibly modulated after a brief exposure to either149

spatiotemporally congruent or incongruent audiovisual stimuli, but the direction of the update varies across participants.150

Simulation results151

To examine the factors that could potentially mediate the updating of the common-cause prior, we simulated this process over152

the course of both congruent and incongruent learning phases. For the simulations, we made three assumptions: (1) After each153

encounter with an audiovisual stimulus pair, the common-cause prior is updated in the direction of the posterior probability154

that the auditory and visual location measurements came from the same source8, 21, 26. (2) The variability of auditory and155

visual measurements differs across participants and might even differ across phases. Variation of participants’ perceptual156

variability around the group mean (σ ′
AV,A = 9.13, σ ′

AV,V = 1.31) is sufficient to replicate both the increases and the decreases157

of the common-cause prior observed in the incongruent learning condition (Fig. 6D). For the congruent learning phase, to158

replicate updates of the common cause prior contradictory to the stimulus statistics, the variability of the measurements needed159

to be smaller than in the pre- and post-learning phases (Fig. 6C), which is in agreement with the literature (see Discussion).160

(3) In addition, we included location-independent (constant) or location-dependent (proportional) offsets between the perceived161

locations of presumably congruent visual and auditory stimuli. At least slight offsets were required to simulate changes of the162

common cause prior against the stimulus statistics in congruent conditions, yet, residual offsets might have been present in our163

study despite our efforts to identify perceptually aligned stimulus pairs. In sum, simulations show that the variabilities of the164

sensory measurements and the discrepancy between auditory and visual measurements influence the posterior probability of a165

common cause (Fig. 6A-B, for further simulations see Refs.8, 21), which in turn influences the updates of the common-cause166

prior.167
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Figure 6. Simulation results. (A) Influence of the variability of auditory (blue) and visual (red) location measurements on the posterior

probability of a common cause. Shaded area: ±SD. Both uncertainties increase along the horizontal axis. Three pairs of auditory and visual

likelihood functions are simulated, ranging from relatively low (orange), to medium (green), and high (purple) variability of both sensory

measurements. (B) Influence of the distance between auditory and visual location measurements on the posterior probability of a common

cause. Three pairs of auditory and visual likelihood functions are simulated, from perfectly aligned measurements (orange), to close

proximity (green), and highly discrepant measurements (purple). (C) Accumulated updates of the common-cause prior, averaged across 100

simulations of the congruent learning phase, as a function of visual (x-axis) and auditory (y-axis) measurement variability. Each panel shows

a different residual misalignment of auditory relative to visual spatial perception. Open/filled circles represent small/large residual

location-dependent bias (0.75/0.5 times the mean estimated location-dependent bias); open/filled squares represent small/large residual

location-independent bias (the bias is 3◦/6◦ more leftward compared to the mean estimated location-independent bias); asterisks and dashed

lines represent group means of the estimated measurement variability in the pre- and post-learning phases. (D) Simulated accumulated

updates of the common-cause prior after the incongruent learning phase.

Discussion168

In this study, we investigated the plasticity of the common-cause prior for vision and audition. To modulate the common-cause169

prior, we exposed participants to either consistently spatiotemporally congruent or consistently incongruent audiovisual stimuli.170

To measure changes in the common-cause prior, participants’ audiovisual spatial perception before and after exposure to the new171
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stimulus statistics was measured and fitted with Bayesian causal-inference models of multisensory integration. The behavior172

of the majority of the participants was best captured by two model variants that assume a plastic common-cause prior with173

changes lasting either for short or long periods. Thus, exposure to audiovisual stimuli with consistent stimulus statistics can174

modify the common-cause prior. For some participants, the common-cause prior was updated in the direction of the stimulus175

statistics during the learning phase, for others, the updates shifted the prior in the opposing direction. We suggest that this176

heterogeneity is due to inter-individual differences in the variability of the sensory measurements.177

The observation of both changes in the common-cause prior in agreement with as well as common-cause-prior updates178

contradictory to the stimulus statistics provides an explanation for contradictory group-level findings in previous studies52, 53.179

Odegaard and colleagues (2017) report that on a group level the common-cause prior was strengthened significantly after brief180

exposure to synchronous audiovisual stimuli that were spatially incongruent. No significant change of the common-cause prior181

was found in conditions in which the audiovisual stimuli were spatially congruent. Tong and colleagues (2020) investigated the182

plasticity of the common-cause prior indirectly by comparing ventriloquism effects measured after exposure to consistently183

congruent audiovisual stimuli to ventriloquism effects measured after exposure to consistently incongruent audiovisual stimuli.184

They found larger ventriloquism effects after exposure to congruent than after exposure to incongruent audiovisual stimuli,185

which were interpreted as indicative of changes in the common-cause prior in the direction of the stimulus statistics in one or186

both of the conditions. Both studies relied on group-level analyses. Our findings indicates large interindividual differences187

in the updates of the common-cause prior. A group-level analysis may well pool participants with significant changes in the188

common-cause prior in both directions, and thus the group effects will depend on the vagaries of the sample of participants.189

Moreover, differences in the stimuli between the two experiments might have affected stimulus reliability, which our simulations190

have shown to be a crucial influence on the updates of the common-cause prior.191

Intuitively one would expect the common-cause prior to strengthen after repeated encounters with congruent stimuli and to192

weaken after frequent encounters with incongruent stimuli; such a behavior would indicate adaptation of the prior to changing193

stimulus statistics in the environment. For this reason, it is perplexing that we and others52 found changes of the common-cause194

prior in the opposite direction of the new stimulus statistics. Yet, the vast majority of our participants showed a consistent pattern195

across the two conditions suggesting that this is a systematic effect and not due to noise in the estimation of the common-cause196

prior. To explore which factors could plausibly lead to the counterintuitive changes of the common-cause prior, we simulated197

the updates of the prior for each learning condition. The simulation results indicate that the assumption that the variability of198

sensory measurements varies across participants and is likely to be reduced during the congruent learning phase plays a crucial199

role in replicating the observed changes of the common-cause prior. Consistently, the variability of sensory measurements has200

been found to decrease after exposure to congruent stimuli, an effect known as multisensory enhancement23, 54–60.201

In our simulations, decreases in the common-cause prior after exposure to consistently congruent stimuli were additionally202

bound to residual perceptual misalignments between congruent stimuli. Perceptual misalignments between physically aligned203

audiovisual stimuli certainly exist and, in line with previous studies5, 21, 61, 62, we found peripheral biases in auditory relative to204
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visual spatial perception (Appendix S1). We compensated for these biases by presenting individually determined, perceptually205

aligned audiovisual stimuli. However, our efforts might not have been perfectly successful; we measured the biases twice, once206

using an audiovisual discrimination task and once using a unimodal direct localization task and the estimated biases show some207

inconsistencies across these tasks (Appendix S2). Importantly, in the case of sensory measurements with very little variability,208

small perceptual offsets might have large consequences in the congruent learning condition as our simulation shows.209

In sum, we hypothesize that our observation of both changes towards and against the stimulus statistics in the common-cause210

prior across participants relies critically on interindividual and phase-dependent differences in the variability of sensory mea-211

surements. Confirming this hypothesis experimentally would require a design that allows us to keep track of the measurement212

variability throughout the learning phase. For example, one could require participants to make unimodal and/or bimodal213

localization judgments interspersed throughout the learning phase, although this would make a long learning session even214

longer. Fitting a model to this type of data, proves to be an additional hurdle as these data are sequentially dependent, since the215

common-cause prior updates on a trial-by-trial basis.216

Conclusion217

This study examined the plasticity of the common-cause prior for vision and audition. To this aim, we repeatedly presented218

participants with either spatiotemporally aligned or misaligned audiovisual stimulus pairs, and measured participants’ auditory219

and visual spatial perception before and after the exposure. We then fitted variants of the Bayesian causal-inference model and220

found that models assuming different common-cause priors for the pre- and the post-learning phases captured the behavior of221

the majority of the participants, indicating that the common-cause prior can be dynamically adapted when new audiovisual222

stimulus statistics are encountered. However, for some participants the common-cause prior changed in a counterintuitive223

way: it decreased after exposure to congruent stimuli or increased after exposure to incongruent stimuli. We attribute this to224

participant-specific variabilities of sensory measurements induced by the stimuli during the learning phase.225

Methods226

Participants227

Seventeen participants (ten females, aged 20-33, mean: 26, all right-handed), recruited from New York University and naive to228

the purpose of the study, participated in all experiments. All stated they were free of visual, auditory, and motor impairments.229

The data of three additional participants (one male and two females, aged 25-33, mean: 28, one left-handed) were excluded230

from data analysis and model fitting due to a conflict between the modality-specific spatial biases indicated by the bimodal231

spatial-discrimination task and by the unimodal spatial-localization task (Appendix S2). Experimental protocols were approved232

by the Institutional Review Board at New York University, and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the relevant233

guidelines and regulations of the Institutional Review Board, and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants234

gave informed consent prior to the beginning of the study. Sixteen participants were compensated $12 per hour and one235

participant opted out of compensation.236
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A B

Figure 7. Experimental setup. (A) Side view of the experiment room. Participants sat in front of a large white screen, which was hung from

the ceiling using elastic ropes. An LCD projector was mounted above and behind participants to project visual stimuli on the screen. (B)

Front view of the experiment room. Behind the white screen (the transparency was changed for the purpose of visualization), there was a

loudspeaker mounted on a sledge attached to a linear rail. The rail was elevated from the table and hung from the ceiling using elastic ropes.

A second loudspeaker was located behind the screen straight ahead of the participant.

Apparatus and stimuli237

The experiments were conducted in a dark and semi sound-attenuated room (Fig. 7A). Participants were seated 1 m from an238

acoustically transparent, white screen (1.36×1.02 m, 68×52◦ visual angle). An LCD projector (Hitachi CP-X3010N, 1024 ×239

768 pixels, 60 Hz) was mounted above and behind participants to project visual stimuli onto the screen. The default visual240

stimulus was a high-contrast (36.1 cd/m2) Gaussian blob (SD: 3.6◦) presented on a black background. Only in the localization241

practice task, the second preparatory experiment, the default visual stimulus was replaced with a white square (8×8 pixels242

≈ 0.6×0.6◦). For experiments that involved spatial localization responses, a response cursor, a rectangle (6×12 pixels) on top243

of an upside-down triangle (6×12 pixels), was presented during the response phase.244

Behind the screen, a loudspeaker (20 W, 4 Ω full-range speaker, Adafruit, New York) was mounted on a sledge attached245

to a linear rail (1.5 m long). The rail was hung from the ceiling using elastic ropes; it was located 23 cm above the table and246

5 cm behind the screen, perpendicular to the line of sight (Fig. 7B). The position of the sledge on the rail was controlled by a247

microcomputer (Arduino Mega 2560; Arduino, Somerville, MA, USA). The microcomputer activated a stepper motor that248

rotated a threaded rod (OpenBuilds, www.openbuildspartstore.com), which allowed for horizontal movement of the speaker.249

The speaker was moved to its predetermined location before an auditory stimulus was presented. Auditory stimuli were250

100 ms-long noise bursts (0–20.05 kHz, 60 dB), windowed using the first 100 ms (the positive part) of a sine wave with a period251

of 200 ms.252

We were concerned that participants might infer the position of the speaker from the noise created by the speaker’s253

movements. This strategy was foiled by playing a masking sound during each movement of the speaker; the masking sound254

was played through an additional loudspeaker, positioned just behind the center of the screen. The masking sound (55 dB)255

consisted of a recording of the sound generated by a randomly chosen speaker movement plus white noise. To further foil256
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the use of auditory cues from the moving sledge, every time the speaker moved to a new target location, it first moved to a257

stopover location. The stopover location was randomly chosen under the constraint that the total distance the speaker moved258

and the amount of time the movement took were approximately equal across trials. The combination of these two approaches259

successfully prevented participants from inferring the speaker position based on sounds arising from the movements of the260

speaker on the rail21.261

Responses were given via a numeric keypad or a wireless rollerball mouse. Stimulus presentation, speaker movement, and262

data collection were controlled by an iMac running MATLAB R2017b (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Visual stimuli were263

presented using the Psychophysics Toolbox63, 64. All analysis was performed using MATLAB 2020b and R 4.0.2.264

Procedure265

Preparatory experiment 1: bimodal spatial-discrimination task266

In this 2-IFC task, participants judged the location of an auditory stimulus relative to that of a visual standard stimulus. The two267

stimuli were presented sequentially, in pseudo-randomized order. Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross268

located at the center of the screen for 500 ms, followed by a blank screen lasting for 1000 ms. Then, the first, 100 ms-long269

stimulus was presented, followed by a blank screen presented for 1000 ms. After the first stimulus presentation, the same events270

(fixation, blank screen, second stimulus) were repeated. At the end of each trial, a response probe was displayed. Participants271

indicated by button press whether the auditory stimulus was located to the left or right of the visual stimulus. Feedback was not272

provided (Fig. 2A). The inter-trial interval was approximately 3000 ms. The long period was needed to move the loudspeaker273

to its new position for the next trial.274

The visual stimulus was presented at one of four locations, ±4 or ±12◦ relative to the center of the screen. The location275

of the auditory test stimulus was controlled by eight interleaved staircases, two for each visual stimulus location. Of the two276

staircases, one started the auditory test stimulus from the left side, and the other from the right side of the visual standard277

stimulus (for a visual standard stimulus located at −12◦, the left staircase starts at 13.25◦ and the right staircase starts at278

1.25◦; the other triplets are {V2 =−4◦, A2,left : −9.25◦, A2,right : 8.75◦}, {V3 = 4◦, A3,left : −8.75◦, A3,right : 9.25◦}, {V4 = 12◦,279

A4,left : −1.25◦, A4,right : 13.25◦}). Staircases starting from the right side followed the one-down-two-up rule, converging to a280

probability of 29% of choosing the auditory stimulus as farther to the right than the corresponding visual standard stimulus.281

Staircases starting from the left side followed the two-down-one-up rule, converging to a probability of 71% of choosing the282

auditory stimulus as farther to the right than the corresponding visual standard stimulus. The initial step size was 1.9◦, which283

was decreased to 1.0◦ after the first staircase reversal and again to 0.5◦ after the third reversal. Each staircase comprised 36284

trials. An easy trial in which the auditory test stimulus was presented at either one of the two start locations (e.g., -13.25 or285

1.25◦ for −12◦) was inserted once every nine trials to improve lapse-rate estimation, resulting in a total of 320 trials. The286

experiment was divided into four blocks. Usually, participants took about an hour and a half to complete this task.287
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Preparatory experiment 2: localization-practice task288

In this task, participants practiced using the rollerball mouse to adjust the horizontal location of a response cursor to localize289

a stimulus. Each trial started with a central fixation cross presented for 500 ms. Then, the visual stimulus, a small white290

square, was displayed on the screen for 100 ms, followed by a blank screen presented for 1000 ms. Next, a response cursor291

appeared on the screen. Participants moved the response cursor to the location of the stimulus by moving the rollerball, and292

clicked the mouse to register the response. There was no time limit for the response. Visual feedback of the cursor location was293

provided during adjustment, but error feedback was not provided (Fig. 3A). There were eight possible horizontal positions for294

the stimulus, evenly spaced from -17.5 to 17.5◦ in steps of 5◦. Each stimulus location was visited 30 times in random order,295

resulting in a total of 240 trials. The inter-trial interval was 500 ms. This experiment usually took half an hour to complete.296

Preparatory experiment 3: unimodal spatial-localization task297

In this task, participants localized visual and auditory stimuli presented alone. Each trial started with a fixation cross presented298

straight ahead for 500 ms, followed by 1000 ms of blank screen. Then, either an auditory or a visual 100 ms-long stimulus was299

presented, followed by 1000 ms of blank screen. Next, the response cursor appeared, and participants adjusted the horizontal300

location of the cursor to match that of the stimulus. There was no time constraint for the response. Visual feedback of the cursor301

location was provided during its adjustment, but error feedback was not provided (Fig. 3B). After the response, the loudspeaker302

moved to its new location. The inter-trial interval was approximately 3000 ms.303

The visual stimulus was presented at one of the four standard locations (±4 or ±12◦ relative to straight ahead). Auditory304

stimuli were presented at the four locations that a participant perceived as spatially aligned with the four visual stimuli. These305

locations were identified using the data from the bimodal spatial-discrimination task (preparatory experiment 1). Each of the306

four locations for each modality was tested 20 times, resulting in a total of 160 trials administered in pseudorandom order.307

These trials were split into four blocks. Usually participants took an hour to complete this task.308

Main experiment: bimodal spatial-localization task309

The main experiment consisted of three phases: pre-learning, learning, and post-learning, and two sessions, learning congruent310

and incongruent stimulus statistics. In each phase, participants completed a bimodal spatial-localization task, however, the set of311

audiovisual stimuli differed between phases and sessions. During pre- and post-learning phases, temporally aligned audiovisual312

stimuli with varying spatial discrepancies were presented. During the learning phase, either only spatiotemporally aligned313

or only spatially and temporally discrepant audiovisual stimuli were presented. Visual and auditory stimulus locations were314

identified based on participants’ perceived audiovisual alignment measured using preparatory experiment 1. The combination of315

the four visual and four auditory stimulus locations resulted in sixteen audiovisual pairs with seven different spatial discrepancies316

(0, ±8, ±16, and ±24◦, using the perceptually equivalent visual spatial location for the auditory stimulus to compute the317

discrepancy) presented during the pre- and post-learning phases (Fig. 4A, left panel). For the congruent learning phase, only318

the audiovisual stimulus pairs with a spatial discrepancy of 0◦ were presented (Fig. 4A, center panel). For the incongruent319

learning phase, each of the four participant-specific auditory stimulus locations was paired with a visual stimulus location either320
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15◦ to the left or to the right of the perceptually aligned visual location. Additionally a temporal delay of ±350 ms between the321

onsets of the visual and auditory stimuli was introduced resulting in sixteen audiovisual stimuli with different spatiotemporal322

relations for the incongruent learning phase (Fig. 4A, right panel).323

Each trial of the bimodal spatial-localization task started with the presentation of a centrally located fixation cross for324

500 ms, followed by 1000 ms of blank screen. A 100 ms-long spatiotemporally aligned audiovisual stimulus (congruent325

learning phase) or a 450 ms-long spatiotemporally discrepant audiovisual stimulus (two 100 ms-long stimuli with an SOA of326

350 ms; incongruent learning phase) was presented, followed by 1000 ms of blank screen. Next, the response cursor appeared.327

A letter located above the cursor cued which modality participants should localize (A: auditory: V: visual). After participants328

made their localization response, a response prompt for the unity judgment was displayed. Participants reported whether they329

perceived the auditory and the visual stimulus as coming from a common source or from two separate sources using the mouse330

keys (left-click = common source, right-click = two sources). In the learning phase, unity judgments were prompted only in331

20% of randomly selected trials. After the unity judgment was given, the chosen option was highlighted for 500 ms. There was332

no time limit for either response, and feedback was not provided (Fig. 4A).333

Each of the sixteen audiovisual stimuli presented during the pre- and post-learning phases was tested 20 times, resulting in334

a total of 320 trials. Each of the four stimulus pairs presented during the congruent learning phase was presented 40 times,335

and each of the sixteen stimulus pairs presented during the incongruent learning phase was presented ten times, resulting in336

a total of 160 trials for the congruent and incongruent learning phases. Trials in each phase were split into four blocks and337

administered in pseudorandom order. Participants completed the sequence of pre-learning, learning and post-learning phases338

typically in two and half hours (an hour for the pre- and post-learning phases and about half an hour for the learning phase).339

The order of sessions with congruent and incongruent learning phases was counterbalanced across participants.340

Data preparation and statistical analysis341

Preparatory experiment 1: bimodal spatial-discrimination task342

Responses from the bimodal spatial-discrimination task were coded as the probability of reporting the auditory test stimulus as343

located to the right of the visual standard stimulus. We fitted four cumulative Gaussian distributions to these data as a function344

of auditory stimulus location, one curve for each visual standard stimulus, with a common lapse rate, constrained to be less than345

6%65. Adjusted R2 values were calculated based on binned data (mean adjusted R2=0.88, range = 0.77–0.94, bin size = 1◦).346

The point of subjective equality (PSE) was defined as the auditory stimulus location corresponding to a probability of 0.5 of347

reporting the auditory stimulus to the right of the visual one according to the psychometric function. The four PSEs were348

modeled as a linear function of visual stimulus location. From this linear regression of the PSEs, we computed the locations of349

the auditory stimuli perceived as co-located with the four visual locations. To derive error bars for the PSEs, separately for each350

visual standard stimulus, we randomly resampled the raw data with replacement 1,000 times, fitted psychometric curves to351

each resampled dataset, calculated the PSEs, and took the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the 1,000 PSEs as the bootstrapped352

confidence interval.353
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Preparatory experiment 2: localization practice task354

Data from the localization practice task were not statistically analyzed but were filtered before the model fitting. We z-355

transformed the data by first subtracting the mean localization response per stimulus location and then dividing by the standard356

deviation of all demeaned responses. Localization responses with a z-score greater than 3 or smaller than -3 were identified as357

outliers (range: 0–3.33% of trials) and excluded from model fitting.358

Preparatory experiment 3: unimodal spatial-localization task and main experiment: bimodal spatial-localization task359

Localization responses from the unimodal spatial-localization task and the bimodal spatial-localization task (pre- and post-360

learning phase) were compared to compute ventriloquism effects for our statistical analysis. Specifically, we first calculated the361

mean localization responses for each location and stimulus modality using the data from the unimodal spatial-localization task.362

Then, we subtracted these mean localization responses from the localization responses to the same stimulus presented at the363

same location but in the bimodal spatial-localization task. The differences were recoded as positive if they compensated for the364

spatial discrepancy between the target and the accompanying modality. These ventriloquism effects were collapsed across trials365

with the same absolute spatial discrepancy. To examine whether auditory and visual ventriloquism effects changed as a function366

of absolute spatial discrepancy between the two stimuli (computed using the perceptually equivalent visual spatial location for367

the auditory stimulus and converted to be an ordered factor: 0, 8, 16, 24◦ to automatically test linear, quadratic, and cubic effects368

of the discrepancy), learning phase condition (only congruent or only incongruent stimuli), and phase (pre- and post-learning),369

we fitted a linear mixed-effects model (LMM) with random intercepts. Additionally, to follow-up on mean effects of spatial370

discrepancy, we conducted two-tailed one-sample t-tests examining whether ventriloquism effects were significantly different371

from zero at each absolute spatial discrepancy.372

The binary unity judgments were grouped across audiovisual pairs sharing the same spatial discrepancy. We fitted a373

generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) with binomial distribution family, logit link function, and random intercepts374

to individual binary responses in order to quantify the dependencies of the explicit causal-inference judgments on absolute375

spatial discrepancy, learning condition, and phase.376

Modeling377

We begin this section by describing the three tested models and laying out the assumptions underlying each of the models,378

followed by the formalization of the main experiment according to the causal-inference models. Finally, we outline how each379

parameter was constrained by the data and describe the fitting procedure.380

Models of the common-cause prior381

We considered three nested models: (1) a high-plasticity, short-lasting changes model, (2) a high-plasticity, long-lasting changes382

model, and (3) a no-plasticity model. These three models differ in terms of the plasticity of the common-cause prior pC=1 in383

the context of new stimulus statistics as well as the longevity of the change.384

The high-plasticity, short-lasting changes model assumes that the common-cause prior can be flexibly updated after the385
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exposure to consistently congruent or incongruent stimuli presented during the learning phase, yet, it will quickly revert to386

its baseline level once the observer is re-exposed to a natural environment. Therefore, this model consists of three different387

common-cause priors, one for the pre-learning phase of both sessions, and one for each post-learning phase:388

−−→pC=1 = [pC=1,pre, pC=1,post,cong, pC=1,post,incong].

The high-plasticity, long-lasting changes model is similar to the high-plasticity, short-lasting changes model; the only389

difference is that this model assumes changes induced during the learning phase of the first session take rather long to dissipate390

or might be partly revived once the participant recurs to the experimental room. Therefore, this model includes an additional391

common-cause prior for the pre-learning phase of the second session:392

−−→pC=1 = [pC=1,pre,cong, pC=1,post,cong, pC=1,pre,incong, pC=1,post,incong].

These two models were contrasted with a no-plasticity model. This model assumes that the common-cause prior remains393

unchanged after the exposure to consistently congruent or incongruent audiovisual stimuli during the learning phase:394

−−→pC=1 = [pC=1].

Model assumptions395

A stimulus presented at location s leads to a sensory measurement in the observer’s brain. This measurement is corrupted by396

Gaussian noise. With repeated presentation of an identical stimulus at location s, the measurements correspond to scattered397

spatial locations m′ ∼ N (s′,σ ′), with standard deviation σ ′. To allow integration of information from different modalities,398

measurements from the different modalities are remapped into a common internal reference frame. Hence, the measurement399

distribution is centered at a remapped location, s′A = aAsA +bA given auditory location sA, and s′V = aV sV +bV given visual400

location sV .401

Participants have prior knowledge about the typical location of stimuli. The probability distribution across locations402

is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution centered at µ ′
P with standard deviation σ ′

P, i.e., s′ ∼ N (µ ′
P,σ

′
P), i.e., we assume403

this spatial prior to be in units of the common internal reference frame. This spatial prior distribution is assumed to be404

modality-independent, i.e., to hold for all three stimulus types presented in this study (unimodal auditory stimuli at location sA,405

unimodal visual stimuli at location sV , and bimodal audiovisual stimuli at locations sAV ). Fitting the bias parameters aA, bA, aV ,406

bV , and the parameters for the supra-modal prior µ ′
P and σ ′

P at once is impossible as they effectively trade off. Thus, we set the407

remapped location s′V equal to the physical location sV (i.e., aV = 1, bV = 0), and assumed a supra-modal central prior (i.e.,408

µ ′
P = 0).409

We assume that the measurement noise differs between unimodal and bimodal stimuli8, 21, 66, 67. We denote σ ′
A and σ ′

V as410

the measurement noise when an auditory or a visual stimulus is presented unimodally as in the bimodal spatial-discrimination411
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and unimodal spatial-localization tasks, and σ ′
AV,A and σ ′

AV,V for the bimodal auditory and visual stimuli presented during the412

pre- and post-learning phases of the main experiment.413

Formalization of the main experiment414

During the pre- and post-learning phases of the main experiment, the observer was presented with an audiovisual stimulus415

pair AVl , which consisted of an auditory stimulus at location sAVl ,A and a visual stimulus at location sAVl ,V . Combining the416

four visual and the four auditory stimulus locations resulted in 16 different audiovisual stimulus pairs (l ∈ {1,2, ...,16}). The417

presentation of an audiovisual stimulus pair leads to two noisy sensory measurements in the observer’s brain, one for the auditory,418

m′
AVl ,A

∼ N (s′AVl ,A
,σ ′

AV,A
2) = N (aAsAVl ,A + bA,σ

′
AV,A

2), and the other for the visual stimulus, m′
AVl ,V

∼ N (s′AVl ,V
,σ ′

AV,V
2) =419

N (sAVl ,V ,σ
′
AV,V

2).420

Based on the sensory measurements, the observer derives two location estimates, one for the common-cause scenario,421

C = 1, and the other for the separate-causes scenario, C = 2. In the common-cause scenario, the location estimate of the422

auditory element ŝ′AVl ,A,C=1 is the same as that of the visual element ŝ′AVl ,V,C=1, which equals the reliability-weighted average of423

the sensory measurements m′
AVl ,A

, m′
AVl ,V

, and the mean µ ′
P of the spatial supra-modal prior, which has variance σ ′

P
2
:424

ŝ′AVl ,A,C=1 = ŝ′AVl ,V,C=1 =
m′

AVl ,A
σ−2

AV,A +m′
AVl ,V

σ−2
AV,V +µ ′

Pσ ′
P
−2

σ−2
AV,A +σ−2

AV,V +σ ′
P
−2

. (1)

In the separate-causes scenario, the location estimate of the auditory stimulus, ŝ′AVl ,A,C=2, is equal to the reliability-weighted425

average of the auditory measurement m′
AVl ,A

and the mean of the spatial prior µ ′
P:426

ŝ′AVl ,A,C=2 =
m′

AVl ,A
σ−2

AV,A +µ ′
Pσ ′

P
−2

σ−2
AV,A +σ ′

P
−2

. (2)

Analogously, the location estimate of the visual stimulus, ŝ′AVl ,V,C=2, is equal to the reliability-based average of the visual427

measurement m′
AVl ,V

and the mean of the spatial prior µ ′
P:428

ŝ′AVl ,V,C=2 =
m′

AVl ,V
σ−2

AV,V +µ ′
Pσ ′

P
−2

σ−2
AV,V +σ ′

P
−2

. (3)

The final location estimates are derived by model averaging (see Appendix S4.1 for model selection, an alternative decision429

strategy that performed less well). Specifically, the final auditory location estimate ŝ′AVl ,A
is the average of the two intermediate430

auditory location estimates, the one for the common-cause scenario and the other for the separate-causes scenario, with each431

weighted by the posterior probability of the corresponding causal structure17, 28:432
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ŝ′AVl ,A
= ŝ′AVl ,A,C=1P(C = 1|m′

AVl ,A
,m′

AVl ,V
)+ ŝ′AVl ,A,C=2

(

1−P(C = 1|m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

)
)

, (4)

and analogously for the final location estimate ŝ′AVl ,V
:433

ŝ′AVl ,V
= ŝ′AVl ,V,C=1P(C = 1|m′

AVl ,A
,m′

AVl ,V
)+ ŝ′AVl ,V,C=2

(

1−P(C = 1|m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

)
)

. (5)

The posterior probability of a common source for the auditory and visual measurements is proportional to the product of the434

likelihood of a common source for the two measurements and the common-cause prior pC=1:435

P(C = 1|m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

) =
P(m′

AVl ,A
,m′

AVl ,V
|C = 1)pC=1

P(m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

|C = 1)pC=1 +P(m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

|C = 2)(1− pC=1)
. (6)

The posterior probability of two separate sources is 1−P(C = 1|m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

). The likelihood of a common source given436

the auditory and visual measurements, P(m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

|C = 1), is the product of the likelihood of the internally represented437

audiovisual stimulus location s′AVl
given the auditory and visual measurements, and the supra-modal prior, integrated over all438

possible values of s′AVl

17:439

P(m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

|C = 1) =
∫

P(m′
AVl ,A

|s′AVl ,A
)P(m′

AVl ,V
|s′AVl ,V

)P(s′AVl
)ds′AVl

=
1

2π
√

σ ′
AV,A

2σ ′
AV,V

2 +σ ′
AV,A

2σ ′
P

2 +σ ′
AV,V

2σ ′
P

2
× exp

[

−
1

2

(m′
AVl ,A

−m′
AVl ,V

)2σ ′
P

2 +(m′
AVl ,A

−µ ′
P)

2σ ′
AV,V

2 +(m′
AVl ,V

−µ ′
P)

2σ ′
AV,A

2

σ ′
AV,A

2σ ′
AV,V

2 +σ ′
AV,A

2σ2
P′ +σ ′

AV,V
2σ2

P′

]

.

(7)

The likelihood of different sources given the two measurements, P(m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

|C = 2) is the product of the likelihood of440

internally represented auditory and visual stimulus location s′A and s′V , and the supra-modal prior. Given that the measurements441

in this causal scenario stem from different sources, the product is integrated over all possible, remapped visual and auditory442

stimulus locations, s′A and s′V :443
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P(m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,A

|C = 2) =
∫ ∫

P(m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

|s′AVl ,A
,s′AVl ,V

)P(s′AVl ,A
,s′AVl ,V

)ds′AVl ,A
ds′AVl ,V

=

(

∫

P(m′
AVl ,A

|s′AVl ,A
)P(s′AVl ,A

)ds′AVl ,A

)(

∫

P(m′
AVl ,V

|s′AVl ,V
)P(s′AVl ,V

)ds′AVl ,V

)

=
1

2π
√

(σ ′
AV,A

2 +σ ′
P

2)(σ ′
AV,V

2 +σ ′
P

2)
exp

[

−
1

2

(

(m′
AVl ,A

−µ ′
P)

2

σ ′
AVl ,A

2 +σ ′
P

2
+

(m′
AVl ,V

−µ ′
P)

2

σ ′
AVl ,V

2 +σ ′
P

2

)]

.

(8)

For the localization responses, we assume that the probability distribution of the localization response rAVl ,A has a Gaussian444

shape, centered on the final location estimate ŝ′AVl ,A
with perception-unrelated noise variance σ2

r :445

P(rAVl ,A|ŝ
′
AVl ,A

) = φ(rAVl ,A; ŝ′AVl ,A
,σ2

r ), (9)

where φ is the Gaussian density function. Analogously, the probability distribution of the localization responses rAVl ,V is446

P(rAVl ,V |ŝ
′
AVl ,V

) = φ(rAVl ,V ; ŝ′AVl ,V
,σ2

r ). (10)

For the unity judgments, we assume that observers adopted a heuristic decision rule, which is based on the distance between447

the final auditory and visual location estimates, ŝ′AVl ,A
and ŝ′AVl ,V

. If the distance between them is below an internal criterion ε ,448

then the observer intends to report a common cause8. Otherwise, the observer intends to report separate causes (see Appendix449

S4.2-4.3 for an optimal, common-cause-posterior-based and a measurements-based decision strategy that performed less well).450

However, due to occasional lapses (λunity), the observer might mistakenly report separate causes even when the intended451

response is a common cause,452

P(IC=1 = 1|m′
AVl ,A

,m′
AVl ,V

) =















1−λunity if |ŝ′AVl ,A
− ŝ′AVl ,V

|< ε

λunity otherwise.

(11)

Model fitting453

For a given model M, we fitted the model jointly to the data from the bimodal spatial-discrimination task, the localization454

responses from the unimodal spatial-localization task, and the localization responses and unity judgments from the bimodal455

spatial-localization task during the pre- and post-learning phases in both the congruent and incongruent conditions. The456

localization responses from the localization practice task were fitted separately to reduce the number of free parameters457

estimated simultaneously. The data from the learning phase were excluded as they are sequentially dependent, making458
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them computationally challenging to fit. All models were fit using a maximum-likelihood procedure (see Appendix S4.4 for459

log-likelihoods of all models). Next, we describe model parameters and how they are constrained by different tasks.460

Sensory noise for bimodal trials, common-cause priors, and lapse rates. The log-likelihood of these parameters de-461

pends on the localization responses, rAVl ,A and rAVl ,V , as well as the unity judgment, IC=1. According to the causal inference462

model, both of them depend in turn on the measurement noise variances σ ′
AV,A

2
and σ ′

AV,V
2

under bimodal presentation mode463

and the variance of the supra-modal prior distribution , as these variances influence the location estimates via the weighting of464

the two measurements and the central prior (Eq. 3) and via the likelihood of a common cause (Eq. 7). The location estimates465

also depend on the posterior of a common cause (Eq. 6), which in turn depends on the set of common-cause priors −−→pc=1. Finally,466

the unity judgements depend on the two lapse rates λAV (one for each condition). These free parameters were constrained solely467

by data from the pre- and post-learning phases of the main experiment (Table 2).468

Motor/memory noise. The localization responses, rAVl ,A and rAVl ,V , additionally depend on the variability in responses469

due to factors other than perceptual noise, for example, loss of precision in memory or the use of the response device, σ2
r . This470

parameter was constrained solely by the localization practice task (Table 2). Since we used visual stimuli for which participants’471

localization was highly precise in the preparatory experiment, the effect of the supra-modal spatial prior on the final visual472

location estimate rV should be negligible, and consequently the probability distribution of the localization responses is centered473

on the physical visual stimulus location sV . Furthermore, since the response noise should be due to multiple, uncorrelated474

perception-unrelated sources of variability, we assume the probability distribution of the localization responses is Gaussian.475

With these assumptions, the value of σ2
r that maximizes the likelihood can be calculated in closed form, that is,476

σ2
r =

[

N

∑
n=1

(rV,n − sV,n)
2

]

/T, (12)

where n indexes the trials in the localization practice task, and N denotes the total number of trials excluding outliers.477

Perceptual biases, sensory noise for unimodal trials and lapse rates. The localization responses, rAVl ,A and rAVl ,V , as478

well as the unity judgment, IC=1, also depend on the bias parameters aA and bA (Eqs. 9-10). In addition to the main experiment,479

these bias parameters were also constrained by the unimodal spatial-localization task and the bimodal spatial-discrimination task480

(Table 2). Specifically, in the unimodal spatial-localization task, participants localized either a unimodal visual or a unimodal481

auditory stimulus in each trial. The localization responses are centered at the location estimates µŝ′ in perceptual space. The482

variability of the localization responses consists of perception-related variability σ2
ŝ′

and perception-unrelated variability σ2
r . In483

other words, the probability distributions of the localization responses are484

rA,u ∼ N

(

µŝA,u ,
√

σ2
ŝ′A
+σ2

r

)

and rV,w ∼ N

(

µŝV,w ,
√

σ2
ŝ′V
+σ2

r

)

, (13)
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where u indexes participant-specific auditory stimulus location, and w indexes the visual stimulus location (sV ∈{−12,−4,4,12◦}).485

The center of the localization responses µŝ′ relates the physical stimulus location to the internal location estimates via the bias486

parameters aA and bA (see Appendix S5.1 for the derivation):487

µŝA,u =
(aAsA,u +bA)σ

′
A
−2 +µ ′

Pσ ′
P
−2

σ ′
A
−2 +σ ′

P
−2

and µŝV,w =
sV,wσ ′

V
−2 +µ ′

Pσ ′
P
−2

σ ′
V
−2 +σ ′

P
−2

. (14)

In the bimodal spatial-discrimination task participants were presented with a visual standard and an auditory test stimulus488

in a random order in each trial, and they reported whether the perceived auditory stimulus location sA was to the right or left of489

the visual standard stimulus sV . The binary judgments were then recoded as the proportion of reporting the auditory stimulus to490

the right of the visual standard stimulus pIA-right=1, which in turn was modeled as a cumulative Gaussian distribution with a491

lapse rate λAV :492

pIA-right,w,o=1 = 0.5λAV +(1−λAV )
[

1−Φ

(

0; µŝ′
A,o

−µŝ′V,w

)

,σ2
ŝ′
A
+σ2

ŝ′V

]

, (15)

where o indexes the finer grid of auditory locations (see Appendix S5.2 for a derivation).493

As described in Eqs. 12-14, the variabilities of perceived unimodal stimuli, σ2
ŝ′A

and σ2
ŝ′V

, are constrained by both the unimodal494

spatial-localization task and bimodal spatial-discrimination task (Table 2). They relate to the variance of the measurement noise495

in unimodal trials as follows (see Appendix S5.1 for derivation):496

σ2
ŝ′
A
=
( σ ′

A
−2

σ ′
A
−2 +σ ′

P
−2

)2
σ ′

A
2

and σ2
ŝ′V

=
( σ ′

V
−2

σ ′
V
−2 +σ ′

P
−2

)2
σ ′

V
2
. (16)

Parameter estimation497

For each model M, we searched for the combination of model parameters that maximized the log likelihood using the BADS498

toolbox68. To deal with the possibility that the returned parameter values might correspond to a local minimum, we ran BADS499

multiple times with 20 different starting points, randomly chosen from a DM-dimensional space, where DM is the number of500

free parameters for model M. The final parameter estimates were those with the maximum likelihood across all runs of the501

fitting procedure (see Appendix S6 for estimated parameters and log likelihood of the best-fitting model for all participants).502

To derive error bars for the common-cause priors, we selected the best-fitting model for each participant (see Model503

comparison), and fitted it to 120 bootstrapped datasets, resampled separately for each experiment. The fitting procedure given504

each bootstrapped dataset was the same as just described. At the end, we took the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the 120505

common-cause priors as the bootstrapped confidence interval.506
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Table 2. Summary of model parameters and parameter estimation.

Parameter Meaning
Constrained by

Pre-expt.1 Pre-expt.2 Pre-expt.3 Main expt.

aA The proportional bias in auditory spatial

perception

X - X X

bA The constant bias in auditory spatial perception X - X X

σ ′
A

2
Measurement noise variance for the auditory

stimulus in unimodal trials

X - X -

σ ′
V

2
Measurement noise variance for the visual

stimulus in unimodal trials

X - X -

λAV Lapse rate for pre-expt. 1 X - - -

σ2
r Variance of the response distribution for a

maximally reliable visual stimulus

- X - -

σ ′
AV,A

2
Measurement noise variance for the auditory

stimulus in bimodal trials

- - - X

σ ′
P

2
The variance of the supra-modal prior over

stimulus location

X - X X

σ ′
AV,V

2
Measurement noise variance for the visual

stimulus in bimodal trials

- - - X

−−→pC=1 Common-cause priors - - - X

ε The internal criterion for making unity judgments - - - X

λunity, cong Lapse rate for the unity judgments in the session

where the exposure stimuli were congruent

- - - X

λunity, incong Lapse rate for the unity judgments in the session

where the exposure stimuli were incongruent

- - - X

Model comparison507

To compare model performance quantitatively, we computed the Akaike information criterion (AIC)69 for all models, separately508

for each participant. The best-fitting model corresponds to the model with the minimal AIC value. We then computed relative509

model-comparison scores, ∆AIC, which describes the AIC value of each model relative to that of the best-fitting model. The510

best-fitting model has a ∆AIC value of 0, and a high ∆AIC value for other models indicates stronger evidence for the best-fitting511

model. We counted the number of times the high-plasticity, short-lasting changes, the high-plasticity, long-lasting changes, and512

the no-plasticity model won across participants, with a conservative criterion (there is only one best model, the one with the513

minimal AIC value) and a liberal criterion (all models with an AIC value exceeding the minimal AIC value by less than 2 are514

counted as winner model; see Appendix S7 for a comparison of all candidate models).515

Model predictions516

We predicted ventriloquism effects and proportions of reporting a ‘common cause’ for each participant based on the best-fitting517

model and parameters. Specifically, to compute the model-predicted ventriloquism effects, we calculated the difference between518

the expected value regarding the auditory/visual localization response for any given audiovisual pair and the mean perceived519

location when the auditory/visual element of the pair was presented alone (see Appendix S8.1). The difference was then520

averaged across audiovisual stimulus pairs with the same absolute spatial discrepancy. To compute the model-predicted521

proportion of reporting a ‘common cause’ for a given audiovisual pair, we summed, across all possible combinations of auditory522
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and visual measurements, the probability of reporting a ‘common cause’, weighted by the joint probability of the corresponding523

auditory and visual measurements (see Appendix S8.2). The proportion of reporting a ‘common cause’ was then averaged524

across audiovisual stimulus pairs with the same absolute spatial discrepancy.525

To add error bars to the model predictions, we used parametric bootstrapping. Specifically, we drew a set of samples, 1000526

times, from the model-predicted probability distributions for bimodal and unimodal localization responses. The number of527

samples in each set matched the number of trials in our study. Given the samples, we computed ventriloquism effects as a528

function of absolute spatial discrepancy for each simulation run, sorted them in an ascending order, and computed the 2.5529

and 97.5% percentiles as the 95% confidence interval (see Appendix S8.3). Similarly, we drew binary unity judgments from530

the model-predicted proportion of reporting a ’common cause’. Given the samples, we computed proportions of reporting a531

‘common cause’ as a function of absolute spatial discrepancy, sorted them in an ascending order, and computed the 2.5 and532

97.5% percentiles as the 95% confidence interval (see Appendix S8.4).533

Simulations534

First, we examined via simulation the effects of the variability of auditory and visual location measurements and the distance535

between the two measurements on the posterior probability of a common cause (Fig. 6A-B; Eq. 6). These variables influence536

the posterior probability of a common cause via the conditional location estimate given the common-cause scenario (Eq. 3) as537

well as the likelihood of a common cause17. In each simulation, we either varied the measurement noise or the discrepancy538

between the auditory and visual stimuli (see Appendix S9.1 for parameter values). For each audiovisual stimulus pair, we539

simulated 10,000 pairs of auditory and visual measurements and computed the posterior probability of a common cause using540

Eq. 4.541

We explored the driving factors that could lead to either increases or decreases of the common-cause prior by simulating its542

updates during the learning phase. Specifically, we assumed a fixed value of the common-cause prior at the beginning of the543

learning phase equal to the one estimated based on the data from the pre-learning phase, that is pC=1(t = 1) = pC=1,pre. For544

each trial, the simulated observer was presented with an audiovisual stimulus pair, leading to two noisy measurements. The545

observer then derived the posterior probabilities of each causal scenario. The common-cause prior for the next trial was shifted546

in the direction of the posterior probability of a common cause for the current trial, that is,547

pC=1(t +1) = pC=1(t)+αpC=1

(

p(C = 1|m′
AV,A(t),m

′
AV,V (t))− pC=1(t)

)

(17)

where αpC=1
governs the size of the update relative to the discrepancy between the current common-cause prior and the posterior548

of a common cause in the current trial. The choice of αpC=1
influenced the size of the modulation but not its direction. The549

modulation of the common-cause prior is defined as the difference between the final common-cause prior pC=1(t = 161), after550

160 learning trials as in our experiment, and the prior at the beginning of the learning phase pC=1(t = 1). Each simulation551
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was repeated 100 times, and these simulations were run for many combinations of the variabilities of the auditory and visual552

measurements as well as, discrepancies between the measurements (see Appendix S9.2 for parameter values), given different553

‘startup’ common-cause prior at the beginning of the learning phase (see Appendix S9.3).554
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